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I
A Seven-Fold Abundance
John E. Lebo

One fDay oAt a Time^
By Annie Johnson Flint

World Conditions
and Invited Mercy
Erstwhile

One day at a time, with its failures and fears,
With its hurts and mistakes, with its weakness
and fears,
With its portion of pain and its burden of care;
One day at a time we must meet and must bear.
One day at a time to be patient and strong,
To be calm under trial and sweet under wrong,
Then its toiling shall pass and its sorrow shall cease:
It shall darken and die, and the night shall bring
peace.

Christian Liberty
P. J. Wiebe

At Beulah College

Messiah Home Cornerstone Laying

Foreign Missions
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One day at a time—but the day is so long.
And the heart is not brave and the soul is not
strong.
0 Thou pitiful Christ, be Thou near all the way;
Give courage and patience and strength for the
day.
Swift cometh His answer, so clear and so sweet,
"Yea, I will be with thee, thy troubles to meet;
1 will not forget thee, nor fail thee, nor grieve;
I will not forsake thee; I never will leave."
Nor yesterday's load we are called on to bear.
Nor the morrow's uncertain and shadowy care;
Why should we look forward or back with dismay?
Our needs, as our mercies, are but for the day.
One day at a time, and the day is His day;
He hath numbered its hours, though they haste
or delay.
Hfs grace is sufficient; we walk not alone;
As the day, so the strength that He giveth His
own.
—Sel.

WHAT CAUSED MOON'S CRATERS?
Viewing the moon thru the observatory of
the Carnegie Institution of Washington, Dr.
F. E. Wright, astronomer, found 3,000 of the
characteristic craters on the moon's surface
in an era approximating that of the United
States. These craters studied range in size
from a half-mile in diameter, the smallest
that can be seen with telescopes, to those
with openings as large as 13 miles across.
Just what produced these holes on the surface of the moon is not explained by scientists. One theory is that it may have been
done by meteors crashing into the moon.
DINOSAUR EGGS
Very interesting collections of the skeletons of dinosaurs have been discovered in
the western states, from Montana southward to New Mexico, by Mr. Barnum
Brown, Curator of Vertebrate Paleontology
in the American Museum of Natural History, New York City. In one location in
Wyoming, were found a nest of perhaps
twenty almost complete skeletons. It will
require about three years of careful work
to sort and arrange them. The bones are
evidently genunie enough, but, when the
learned paleontologist states that they are
one hundred and thirty-five millions of years
old, we wonder if he has not mistaken some
of the dinosaur eggs for ciphers.
—The Alliance Weekly.
The New York Central Railroad operated
in 1934 without a passenger fatality. This
was the seventh consecutive year in which
this result was obtained, bringing to a total
of 36,000,000,000 the company's passengermiles operated without fatality. President
F. E. Williamson says: "This is the equivalent of one passenger traveling safely for
more than 80,000 years at fifty miles an
hour."—The Watchman-Examiner.
MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE TO
INAUGURATE JUBILEE
CELEBRATION
February 2d, 1936, Moody Bible Institute,
of Chicago, plans to begin a celebration
designated as the D. L. Moody Centenary
and the Moody Bible Instiute Jubilee. It
is the fiftieth anniversary of the founding
of the Institute by D. L. Moody, and 1937
marks the one hundredth year of the birth
of D. L. Moody. Among the speakers announced for the Founders' Week, beginning
February 2d, are Rev. Herbert Lockyer,
England; Dr. Howard A. Kelly, Baltimore;
Mrs. Ralph D. Norton, Belgium; Dr. W. B
Riley, Minneapolis; Mel Totter, Grand
Rapids; Dr. Walter L. Wilson, Kansas
City; Dr. R. C. McQuilken, Columbia,
South Carolina; Dr. Will H. Haughton and
others.

read as follows: "Death shall come with
swift wings to him who toucheth the tomb
of a Pharaoh." This expedition was made
up of a number of hard headed Britishers
and Americans who laughed at anything
superstitutious. However, they had chemical tests made of everything in the tomb
without finding a single trace of poison,
germs, or anything of a baneful nature.
But since that day twenty-two of the expedition have died, and practically all of
them in a mysterious sort of way. The
last of these to pass away was Dr. James
L. Breasted, 69, who was director of the
Oriental Institute of Chicago, and since
his death interest has revived in the socalled curse. _ Dr. Weigall, another member
of the expedition, who died mysteriously a
few years ago, made this significant statement not long before his death, "Some day
we may discover that thought has substance, that love and hate are as natural
as the sun." We are, of course, living in
an enlightened age and we do not believe
that one person can pronounce a curse
upon another and make it effective. But
on the other hand there are few of us who
really know the power of Satanic agencies.
Science has never been able to explain the
phenomena of religious experience and the
fact of supernatural manifestation which
has been the experience of the righteous
during, all these years, nor why in answer
to prayer men and women have been gloriously saved or healed. Nor has science
been able to throw any light upon psychic
phenomena. We know the Bible tells us
that the magicians of Egypt withstood
Moses until such a point where the great
and mightier power of God overruled. And
they acknowledged the end of their forces
and that the signs and miracles wrought
were wroue-ht by the finger of God.
Without doubt the world has still much
to learn in these fields. None of us, however, care to explore the caverns of these
dark Egyptian mysteries, nor is it necessary that we try to explore them, for we
have a much greater and better field of
endeavor and discovery—one in which the
searcher will be gloriously rewarded for
his efforts. It is the field of Gospel light
and truth, the mysteries of which will be
revealed to every humble heart that follows
in the pathway of obedience, that believes
the words of Jesus. For He who is the
mystery of Godliness has brought life and
immortality to light through the Gospel.
CHINA HAS HER TROUBLES
Newspaper dispatches tell of another
great earthquake in China with the death
toll possibly running into thousands. With
an earthquake on one hand, the Japanese
nation making them all sorts of trouble on
the other, and with floods here and there
throughout its vast empire, they seem to
have troubles aplenty.
TRIED FOR UNGODLINESS

THE CURSE OF THE PHARAOHS
.

Nine years ago a party of explorers and
archeologists led by the Earl of Carnarvon
entered the tomb of King Tut in Egypt.
When the tomb was opened an alabaster
vase was found in it on which an inscription had been cut which when translated

Charged with teaching that baptism was
not vital to salvation and that some of the
Bible miracles are myths, David E. Todd,
the pastor of an independent church near
Thompson, Illinois, is defendant in a court
trial, brought by twenty-two members of
his flock to restrain him from ungodly acts.

It seems that many of his members are
defending him. Of all the silly things, it
has always seemed the silliest for a group
of religionists to go into a worldly court
which is usually made up of ungodly
judges, lawyers, etc., and there try to settle theological differences.
Whenever the Bible cannot speak with
althority on any subject of theology, no
one need expect a court of unbelievers to
settle the question.
BETHLEHEM—DECEMBER 25TH
The Christmas festivities in and around
the little town of Bethlehem, the birth place
of our Savior, were specially noted this
year because many of those in attendance
prayed that peace might come to the believing countries of Ethiopia and Italy.
There is perhaps at present a greater number of people than ever before who desire
and pray for peace than at any time in the
history of the world. With many of God's
dear children their prayer is not merely
that peace might come between these countries, but that the Lord Jesus Himself may
soon come and catch away His waiting
bride, and usher in His own reign of glorious righteousness.
RELIGION IN RUSSIA
Observers notice an intense returning of
the Russian people to religion. There have
been many cases where factory workers
have voluntarily collected money for a new
church building. Many of these workers
were imprisoned as a result. In the industrial districts new churches have been built,
some of the actual participants being Communists and Atheists. There are hundreds
of Communists now bitterly disappointed
with the Communistic program, who are
turning to the church.—The European Harvest Field.

SENATOR NYE RAKES WAR
PROFITEERS
In one of the greatest speeches ever delivered at a National W. C. T. U. Convention, the Honorable Gerald N. Nye, United
States Senator from North Dakota, and
Chairman of the Senate Munitions Investigating Committee, on Sunday afternoon
not only electrified the great audience
which packed the convention auditorium,
but achieved first-page space in metropolitan papers by an absolutely fearless expose of what he declared to be deliberately
planned war propaganda, fomented and
carried on simply for the enrichment of
munition makers. Senator Nye's address
was packed with first-hand evidence of his
charges that military and armament interests in both this country and Japan are
behind annual war scares, precipitated in
the press each year just before the appropriations bills come up in each nation.
Senator Nye predicted that there almost
inevitably would be another great war into
which the United States would be drawn
unless it eliminated all profits from war.
"The blue-prints prepared during the last
ten years for the next war as a basis for
annual appropriations," declares Senator
Nye, "do not call for a single battle on our
own land, nor naval engagement in our
own waters. They call for moving 3,000,000 of our young men across the sea, to
engage in a war somewhere else. That is
not national defense. That is offense. We
have increased our budget for war preparation .197 per cent since the last conflict.
We are spending more money getting ready
for war than any other nation on earth
today."
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The Lord Will Not Forsake
His People for His Great
Name's Sake
There is no man, we are sure, who would
not derive great benefit from serious meditation upon the works of God in the affairs
of men during the year that has passed.
W e are still old-fashioned enough to believe the prayers of our forefathers were
about right, in which they so often thanked
God for His mercy, granting unto them
life and acknowledging the fact that without His mercy they would be as mere cumbers of the grounds.
As we look back over the years we can
see innumerable instances of God's protecting hand and provident care. Many
have been the mercies and blessings divine
which He has literally showered upon us.
All we need to do to be sure of this is to
compare the experience of others with that
of our own. Perhaps in the days gone by
there has come to you a bit of grief, of sorrow, or pain, and of agony. But has your
lot been as bad as that of some of your
fellow men? And why are we still spared?
Is it not that God must still have a purpose
in our life? Do we appreciate this? Are
we grateful for it? And can we take the
troubles or distress, or worry, or anxiety,
which we may have had during the past
year as an expression of good from the
hand of our heavenly Father? Can we still
realize that God's mercies are new every
morning. Are we able to say without the
fear of disappointment, "The Lord is my
shepherd, I shall not want"? If you cannot say this, then there is only one conclusion. T h e fact must remain that you no
longer serve the Lord; that you have become an idolator, and the good hand of the
Lord is turned upon you in chastening, for
He has declared in His W o r d concerning
those who turn away from Him that "Their
sorrows shall be multiplied that hasten after
another god."
As we continue our meditation we are
again reminded of the faithfulness of God,
for every observation of life goes to prove
that God has fulfilled His word to the
letter. W e have come through these years
of depression and, of course, there have
been many who have been out of work,
there have been those who have suffered
want, but along side of this there have been
reports by the hundreds of great deliverances that God has brought to the godly.
W e still believe that you must go far and
wide to find a really godly person who is
going about begging bread.
The most of our sufferings come to us
because of our unbelief and hardness of
heart. If we obey Him, He has pledged all
the eternal resources of heaven for the supply of our needs, for does not the apostle
declare, " M y God shall supply all your
need, according to His riches in glory by

Christ Jesus"? If we forsake Him and follow our own way, then there is no alternative, but He must leave us to our own
devices and we will most certainly come to
grief and sorrow, even as others have done
before us. Here lies the source and the
cause of most of the world's troubles.
W e are standing now at the threshold of
a new year. Quite naturally as we contemplate, we wonder what the coming
weeks and months may have in store for
each of us. W e are happy, however, that
none of us can tell. W e only know that
each day will bring its share of problems
and opportunities. There will be work for
us; there are sheaves which must be garnered. Our Lord hath not placed us here
to be idle, to be slothful, indolent, and inactive. There is joy in service. There is
happiness in labor, and we believe that it
is possible for God to fill every moment of
our life with joyous activity and service
for Him that we shall not have time to
worry about the morrow. W e know there
are uncertainties. Even the apostle asked
that the saints might pray for him because
there were fears within; there were many
uncertainties without. But God was with
him, and with that consciousness he said, "I
shall not fear what man shall do unto me."
M a y we anew commit our w a y unto the
Lord and trust also in Him, lor He shall
bring it to pass. And let us ever be mindful of His glorious promise, "Trust in the
Lord, and do good, so shalt thou dwell in
the land, and verily thou shalt be fed."
M a y we bring every worry and care to
God, casting all our care upon Him, for He
careth for us. Then we shall have fewer
disappointments in life and less care. W e
shall live more contentedly and the peace
which passeth all understanding shall keep
your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.
The following- editorial, eKpressly written
for the December 23d issue hut inadvertently
omitted, is herewith passed on to our readers.
We sincerely regret this omission especially
in view of its subject matter.

W i t h the closing of the forty-eighth
volume of "The Evangelical Visitor" our
necrology column notes the passing of two
well known and honored servants of the
Lord. W e refer to the passing of Miss H.
Frances Davidson, the daughter of the senior editor of this paper. Miss Davidson
truly was a most esteemable lady, and as a
church we will never realize the self-sacrificing effort and fight that our departed
sister made in her service for the Master.
In the opening of our mission work in
North Rhodesia, a territory which at that
time was considered unsafe for a white

woman to enter, this intrepid; missionary
entered and laboured. T o d a y the Church
not only has a flourishing mission station at
Macha, but another at Sikalongo besides
many outstations and schools. The book,
"South and South Central Africa," of
which Sr. Davidson was the author, is indicitave of her high attainments of Christian scholarship and her keen insight and
grasp of the African missionary problems.
Her death came as a distinct shock, as we
had no knowledge of her failing health.
W e extend to the family our most sincere
sympathy.
Second, we refer to Brother David Shirk,
of Topeka, Kansas, whose friendship w e
have had the privilege to enjoy for nearly
a quarter of a century, having first contacted him at the Chicago Mission. In the
years that followed there were many pleasant contacts between us. W e regret that
his line of work and activity seemed to carry him outside the field of our Brotherhood.
W e believe that his life and influence in
the wide circle in which he moved had a
lasting and wholesome effect.
W e have noticed particularly his activities in the children's welfare work in
Kansas, having received regularly the bulletin of his institution. The press paid to
him a very excellent and worthy tribute in
calling him "the daddy of more than two
thousand children." W e extend to the
family our most sincere sympathy.
T o want what God wants is to sanctify
ourselves for the sake of others; to grow
into such union with the Father, the Son
and the Holy Spirit, that their love for the
world will be ours, their longing to save all
men will be ours.—A. H. Neile.
PLEASE LOOK AT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
DATE
At this season of the year a large numher of
subscriptions expire annually, yours may he
one of them. Anyway, won't you please take
a look at the expiration date printed after your
name on the address label?
If you find 12-35 after your name, that
means that your subscription expired December 1, 1935. If it says 1-36, it means that your
subscription expired January 1, 1936. If it
reads 2-36, it means that your subscription is
paid only to February 1, 1936, etc.
Should there be an error in dating- your
paper, kindly notify us as soon as you can do
so, in order that it may be corrected. All subscriptions ninety days or more in arrears will
be cut off next week unless we have an order to
continue. We gladly carry subscribers for a
reasonable length of time over the ninety day
period, but our regulations require a written
request to that effect.
We kindly thank all who have already forwarded their renewals, and for the support
given us during the year. May we urge at
this time a 100 per cent renewal of all due and
past due subscriptions? Please note our special offer below.
. ,.
SPECIAL CALENDAR OFFER WITH
RENEWALS
To all subscribers renewing their subscriptions during the month of January we will
send a Scripture Text Calendar for 25c, if remittance is sent with your renewal. Thus, if
you wish to renew your paper for one year
and receive a Scripture Text Calendar, send
$1.50.
E. V. PUBLISHING- HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
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A Seven-Fold Abundance
John E. Lebo
N the depressing times we are passing
through when thousands of families and
millions of people are on the relief; where
the cry of "no work" is heard in city, town
and country, and of course, no work, no
pay: no money to buy the necessities of
life, such as food and clothing; and where
evidences of scarcity—want—need and
dire circumstances are manifest, it might be
well for us as a people—a nation—to turnabout-face and look to O N E with whom
there is no scarcity, b u t contrariwise,
A B U N D A N C E . One who tells us in His
W o r d that "The Earth is the Lord's and
the fulness thereof. "The cattle upon a
thousand hills are mine." "The silver is
mine and the gold is mine saith the Lord of
hosts." A poet expresses himself—
My Father is rich in houses and lands,
He holdeth the wealth of the world in His
hands!
Of rubies and diamonds, of silver and gold,
His coffers are full,—He has riches untold.

Are you, reader, a child of the King? Recently a metallurgical engineer estimated
the value of the unmined gold and silver
that God stored in the vaults of the earth,
within reach of man, at such an enormous
amount that it could wipe out the National
debt of billions of dollars of the whole
world and have a nice sum left for extras.
Isn't it a wonder that there isn't a braintruster somewhere that would start another
experiment by using the large group of unemployed to mine the gold and silver, pay
off the debts, balance the budget and start
out with a clean slate? Possibly the greatest of all wonders is that so few people
avail themselves of the abundant spiritual
and eternal provisions God has made and
placed within reach of all men. Let us notice this beautiful and progressive sevenfold Abundance—
1. Abundant
Grace,
I Tim. 1:14.
GRACE, one of the greatest words in the
Bible; the unmerited and undeserved favor
of God. If the Love of God is the greatest
thing on earth, the Grace of God is equal
to it. If there is any difference between
Love and Grace, it may be that love is
more general, "God so loved the world,"
while grace is more specific, "The Grace of
God that bringeth salvation to all men, hath
appeared."
Grace not only brings salvation, but grace also abounds. W h e r e sin
abounded, Grace did much more abound.
The poet says,
Grace t h a t is greater than all our sin,
Marvelous, Infinite, Matchless Grace,
Freely bestowed on all who believe!

Grace also saves.
For by grace are ye
saved thru faith and that not of yourselves,
it is the gift of God. Then again Grace
teaches. Teaching us that denying ungodliness and worldly lusts, we should live
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soberly, righteously and godly in this present world.
2. Abundant Mercy, I Pet. 1:3. This
is another characteristic of God that is
much needed in our day when the moral
standards have completely collapsed and
spirituality is flowing at a very low ebb.
The mercy of God is evident in all dispensations where He placed man with the privilege of choice of either sin or salvation.
M a n is inclined to choose sin. And methinks when the arm of God is raised to
mete out justice to sinful and erring man,
the arm of Mercy stays it and says, just a
little longer. And were it not for the
Grace and Mercy of God, who would not
be consumed? T h e Lord is gracious, full
of compassion, slow to anger and plenteous
in M E R C Y . The 136th Psalm has 26
verses, and every verse ends "For His
Mercy endureth for ever." Have you read
this psalm lately?
3. Abundant Goodness, Exodus 34:6.
In the 145th Psalm, the 9th verse, we
read, "The Lord is good to all, and His
tender mercies are over all His works." In
Matthew 5:45, "For He maketh his sun
to rise on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust."
God promised Noah in Gen. 8:22, "While
the earth remaineth, seedtime and harvest,
and cold and heat, and summer and winter,
and day and night shall not cease." Here
too, we see the goodness of God promised
and manifested to all mankind. But why
should God be good to all? Paul in Rom.
2:4, strikes the key-note,—"Not knowing
that the goodness of God leadeth, draweth,
thee to repentance." How unfair man is to
God. God is good to all, but not all repent. --Where is that scalding tear seen
trickling down over the penitent's face as
he kneels at the altar of prayer? And calls
mightily upon God for deliverance from
sin? Alas! at too few places.
4. Abundant Pardon, Isa. 55:7. One
of the most beautiful truths in the scriptures
is the fact of forgiveness of sins. How full
of meaning is that message of Christ, " T h y
sins are forgiven thee!" Reader, how about
you? But to have a knowledge or experience of God's pardoning grace, certain
conditions must be met. You must come
to God, believe that He is, confess and
forsake your sins," and by faith rest on the
merits of calvary, and then thank God, you
may claim the promise.
The Prophet
Isaiah gives similar conditions,—come,
seek, call, forsake and return, and God will
abundantly pardon. Some think there is a
difference between pardon and forgiveness.
T h e y claim to pardon, refers more to outward things, to give up resentment or claim
to requital or penalty, because of an of-

fense or wrong. And that to forgive, points
more to inward feeling. I thank God we
have both forgiveness and pardon through
our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
5. Abundant Life, St. John 10:10. This
has reference to spiritual, yea eternal life.
"He that hath the Son hath life. He that
hath not the Son, hath not life." There is
only one way to get eternal life, and that is
through the new birth. Jesus said to Nicodemus, "Ye must be born again." " W h o soever believeth that Jesus is the Christ, is
born of God. And this is life eternal that
I might know Thee, the only true God and
Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent." Since
an abundance of anything is just more of itself, like a flood is simply an abundant supply of water rushing down the river's basin,
and like an abundant wheat crop, is merely
more wheat, so the abundant life is more of
the fulness of God through the Spirit in
the soul. The abundant life is also the victorious life. Victory over the world and
flesh and the devil. It is the Spirit filled
life that enables and empowers us to1 have
victory. It is also the overcoming life. A
preacher once said, "we come to God, to
become his child to overcome the devil."
The Revelator gives us such a precious
promise, he says, "Behold I make all things
new, * * * He that overcometh shall inherit all things." The opposite of overcome
is defeat.

W h e r e are you?

6. Abundantly Satisfied, Psa. 36:8. Oh!
the rich things of God, how they do satisfy.
The abundant life does not feed on the
husks of the world; nor on the leaks and
garlic of Egypt; nor on the alcohol and
nicotine of the U. S. A., nor on the false
doctrines and isms afloat everywhere, over
pulpit, radio and through public press, but
on CHRIST—the living bread from heaven
—and the water of life—on the milk, honey
and fruits of Canaan—on the deep things
of God revealed thru His Spirit—on His
W o r d , the BIBLE, and on spiritual services. Every soul that is born of the Spirit,
led by the Spirit, and filled with the Spirit,
is spiritually minded, and knows something
of the life in Christ that Abundantly satisfies. Can you sing, and mean it, " S A T I S FIED, SATISFIED"?
7. Abundant
Entrance, II Pet. 1:11.
W e start this life in God through His
abundant G R A C E and close it through the
abundant entrance into GLORY.
The
blessed hope of the waiting bride is the
coming of her glorious L O R D from heaven
to catch her away from the very presence
of sin. "Beloved, now are we the sons of
God, and it doth not yet appear what we
shall be; but we know that, when he shall
appear, we shall be like him; for we shall
see him as he is. For our conversation is
in heaven; from whence also we look for
the Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ: who shall
change our vile body, that it may be fashioned like unto His glorious body!" Dear

.
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World Conditions and Invited Mercy
"Sow to yourselves
in
righteousness,
reap in mercy; break up your
fallow
ground: for it is time to seek the Lord, till
he come and rain righteousness upon you."
Hosea 10:12.
I N this chapter, Israel is reminded of their
* sins, and also the sins of their fathers.
The Prophet tells them that their heart is
divided; that they have spoken words, and
have sown falsely; that they have sinned
from the days of Gibeah; (a hill, perhaps
a place of idolatrous worship).
The
prophet further says they have corrupted
themselves, and are even worse than their
fathers. "Ye have," says the prophet,
"plowed wickedness and reaped iniquity."
The prophet reminds them that God delighted in administering chastisement, by
surrendering them to their enemies, and
bringing them into bondage. W e may raise
the question in behalf of the civilized
world, but especially the religious world,
as to whether we, in this enlightened day
of the age, are exempt from a like indictment, and would presume to escape a like
judgment? And now, God, after much solicitation, earnest entreaty, and long-suffering, again holds out the golden sceptre of
love and mercy, and opens the way for
back-slidden Israel to return by prayer, repentance, and faith in the promises, and
purposes of God. It is a well established
fact that "History repeats itself." And the
present world conditions are no exception
to that common rule. Spiritual Israel, as
well as national Israel, together with the entire human race, is invited to return to the
God of all love and mercy.
God used the "yoeman," the tiller of the
soil, one who does not expect to reap a
harvest without first preparing the soil for
the seed-sowing. T o make clear the avenue
through which they might return, let us use
a metaphor: "I will make Ephraim to ride,

Christian! is there anything holding you
bound to this world so that when He comes
you cannot go with Him? And every man
that hath this hope in him purifleth himself,
even as he is pure. The poet says,—
Sometimes I'm cramped and crowded here,
And long for elbow room,
I want to reach an altitude
Where fairer flowers bloom,
This shall be mine when I have passed
Through yonder gates so fair.
With fifty miles of elbow room,
On either side to spare.

Well, GLORY! Fifty miles of elbow
room on either side, means 100 miles span
.ABUNDANT ENTRANCE.
Amen.

Judah shall plow, and Jacob shall break his
clods," vs. 11. That same avenue is open
to present day Israel. God remembered
His people in that day; He is still remembering His people in this day,—His people
by creation, by preservation, and redemption!
He showed Israel, and He shows us today, that every action, every advance,
every proposition on our part is "seedsowing" and will inevitably result in producing a harvest. W h a t kind of a harvest?
W h a t may we expect as a result of the
sowing of the seed of sedition, blasphemy,
sacrilege, rebellion, and lawlessness? God
said, in the case of Israel, "Sow to yourselves in righteousness. Let them return,
and practice good works." See Matt. 5:16.
He is still speaking very loudly to all who
are resident in civilized lands, through His
word, through His ambassadors, through
Nature itself, in the elements, the atmospheric conditions, and the eventful happenings that are being chronicled from the pulpits, daily press, and over the air, after the
dawn of every new day. God is demanding righteousness from all mankind today
—purity of heart, of thought, of life, and
conduct, rectitude of action, tranquility of
our meditations, being, and doing good,
which is only possible after having formed
a right relationship with God, our Creator,
and Christ our Savior.
Good works, kind acts, noble deeds, will
never be sown in "righteousness" by a rebellious heart.
Neither can be shown
righteousness by a constantly disturbed,
and ruffled mind, things crossing, and upsetting our plans, by a hateful spirit, always
ready to retaliate, and get even with the
one whom we believe, or imagine has deliberately wronged and injured us, either
in thought, word, or deed. N o r yet can
righteousness be portrayed by a self-seeking attitude, ("me, my wife, my son John,
and his wife, us four and no more") nor
by deeming it no privilege to assist others
who may have been less fortunate than
ourselves, or by assuming a coercive determination: such as, "I am always right,
and the other person, according to my
judgment is, of course, always wrong."
Nursing an unforgiving spirit, and supposed insult and trespass will not bring forth
righteousness.
"Sow in righteousness."
Surrender our
wills, and abandon ourselves absolutely to
the will and purpose of God. Rom. 12:1.
Keep our minds and our meditations centered upon God, and His redemptive
scheme, and He has promised to keep us
in perfect peace, because we trust in Him.
Isa. 26:3. Prefer one another in love. Rom.
12:10. O, if only individuals, and nations
in this day would heed this admonition!

How speedily the ills of the world would
be revolutionized, nationally, morally, politically, and religiously. Seeking the welfare of others. Gal. 6:10. If this were
done, we would not have to listen to the oft
reepated charge, "He put it over me."
"Reap in mercy."
After we have done
our very best in seed-sowing, that which we
may reap will only be in mercy. "It is of
the Lord's mercy that we are not consumed:
because His compassions fail not." Lam.
3:23.
"Break up your fallow ground." The
metaphor is being continued. Hard hearts,
seared conscience, crusty dispositions, hateful attitudes—fallow ground. Break it up!
W h y ? Because it is time to seek the Lord,
and men, women, boys, and girls, are ignoring the just demands of God Almighty; because it is time for a revival in my own
heart, in the home, in the community, in
the Nation, in the Church, and unless this
speedily develops, the judgment of verse
13 of this chapter will be inevitable.
M a y God have mercy, and save the
world in all its various departments, including the religious world before Jesus makes
His return!
—Erstwhile.

Christian Liberty
P. J. Wiebe
"The Lord hath sent me to proclaim liberty to the captives; the opening of the
prison to them that are bound." Isa. 61:1.
All unsaved people are captives. Sin
always enslaves.
They a r e captivated, whether willingly or unwillingly, and if
taken captive by sin they are in bondage to
the enemy of their soul, Satan. Rom. 6:16.
N o t only are the unsaved in bondage, but
many professed Christians are not out in
the liberty. W e cannot be at our best for
God unless we are really free. And praise
the Lord, He has made provision that we
can be set free and enjoy the glorious liberty of the children of God. Rom. 8:21.
It is God's purpose that His children
shall be free. W h e n the Israelites were in
Egyptian bondage He sent Moses to set
them free. W e find a number of instances
where God's people had been put in prison
and He in a marvelous way delivered them.
Joseph was liberated from prison; Daniel
was delivered from the lion's den; an angel
came and opened the prison door for Peter;
and God sent an earthquake to deliver Paul
and Silas from the jail at Philippl. God
told the Israelites that every fiftieth year
was to be a year of Jubilee, when every
captive was to be set free and they were to
proclaim liberty unto all the land, unto all
the inhabitants thereof.
It is all-important that we enter this glorious liberty. However, there are certain
cautions which we need to observe. In
I Cor. 88:9 Paul says, "But take heed lest
(Continued on page 15)
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At Beulah College
Open House and Dedication—Beulah College declared an all-day open house at
the new 'Beulah College home, on Thanksgiving Day, Thursday November 28. Hundreds of people accepted this opportunity
to see the new Beulah College plant. A
large amount of enthusiasm was expressed
by the people of the Upland community.
Compliment after compliment was spoken
concerning the very splendid layout of
the buildings, and their adaptability to
the work of education. The waxed hardwood floors of the administration offices
and classrooms added much to the beauty
and general appearance of the Administration Hall. Bro. Paul Epler, the building
superintendent and caretaker, took great
pains in having everything spick and span
for the occasion.
On the afternoon of this day, the dedication of the new
Beulah College home
w a s effected. The
service was held out
of doors, just in front
of the building which
appears on the pict u r e accompanying
this report.
Many people from
far and near gathered for this memorable
c o n v o c ation. The
Beulah College management was greatly
pleased with the response a n d enthusiasm w h i c h was
manifested by the
church, by the Alumni Association, and
by the people of the
city of Upland and
community.
Eld. J. R. Eyster,
chairman of the Board of Trustees, had
charge of the program. After invoking
the blessing of God, Bro. Eyster presented
representatives and greetings from other
colleges, and organizations: among them
Daniel E. Engle, representing Messiah
Bible College, and R. L. Wall, president of
the Southern California Holiness Association.
Professor Raymond Niesley, music director of the college, and the Victory Quartet
furnished the music for the occasion.
"Beulah College in Prospect," was discussed by President Henry G. Brubaker.
He disclosed some of the expansion items
which go to make up the ten-year plan
for the college. He stressed the forward
look in Biblical Education, and the need
of urging religious laboratory work for all
Christian students.
The Dedicatory Address was delivered
by Bish. J. H. Wagaman. "Efficient man-

hood through training" was the paramount
thought as he addressed the large and
attentive audience.
Just prior to the dedication ceremony,
five project presentations were tendered
for dedication, as follows: (.1) The Beulah
College Alumni Campus was presented by
Bro. George Eyer, president of the Alumni
Association; (2) By request of Mr. Alois
Podrasnik, the Podrasnik Library was tendered by President Henry G. Brubaker;
(3) Bro. Alvin Eshelman, secretary of the
California State Conference of the Brethren in Christ, presented the Administration Hall; (4) The Nancy Byer Hall was
offered for dedication by Bro. Roy A.
Franklin, sponsor of the Nancy Byer fund;
and (5) Bro. H. R. Alderfer presented the
C. C. Burkholder Memorial Chapel.

Bish. Wagaman accepted these one by
one and then dedicated them to the service
of God, for Christian Education, for the
training of young people to serve God, the
church, and humanity. The dedication
ceremony was climaxed when the officiating
bishop offered the dedicatory prayer.
The benediction was spoken by Eld. Alvin
Burkholder, pastor of the college church.
Words of Appreciation—The
Board of
Trustees of Beulah College wish to express
their heart-felt gratitude to all, for the
hearty response in making possible the
new home for Beulah College. The trustees praise God for answered prayer. The
donations which were sent in from all over
the United States were prayerfully used in
establishing more firmly the work of the
Lord in providing a safe place to train
and educate our young people for life's
service. It might also be stated that sev-
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eral thousand dolars are still needed to
finish payment of the new home project.
Revival Meeting—Under the leadership
of God, and the evangelistic messages of
Eld. Henry N. Hostetter, Beulah College
has experienced one of the finest revivals
in all her history. Some for whom we
have prayed for several years, sought the
Lord and accepted Him as Savior and
friend. We praise God for full salvation,
mercy and grace. Quite a few of the
Beulah College students died out to the old
carnal nature, and found Christ as Sanctifier. We praise God that His sanctifying
power has again been especially manifest,
and that the Holy Spirit has come to abide
in the hearts of many young people. We
request your prayers that all may continue to walk in the light.
Dr. Harry W. Davis Speaks Out of His
Experience—A clear, striking presentation
and excellent choice of words characterized
the lecture brought to the students and
faculty. The burden
of his message centered around the sentiment, that to prepare ourselves f o r
Christian w o r k , we
should s t u d y and
tarry until we are
"endued with power
from on high." He
said, in part: "The
Holy Spirit is lifting
up and enlightening
souls today, and if
you are filled with
the Holy Spirit you
will have power to
love your enemies, to
pray for those who
despitefully use you,
to peer into the Bible,
to be fishers of men,
to pray and to have
power when you do
pray. The Holy
Spirit will preserve, not pickle us. Are
you troubled? Are you beaten down? Go
to God in prayer. He will lift you up.
Get in tune with God and keep in tune."
Upland, Calif.
M y thoughts go a way that I fear they
meet not God; for it is likely that God will
not come the way of my thoughts. And I
cannot be taught to crucify to Him my wisdom and desires, and to make Him King
over my thoughts; for I would have a
princedom over my thoughts, and would
boldly and blindly prescribe to God, and
guide myself in a way of my own making.
But I hold my peace here; let Him do His
will.—Rutherford.
Keep praying. Confusion reigns on
every side, but the Lord reigns above.
—Selected.
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Messiah Home Cornerstone Laying
J. E. Lebo
NOTE: The following article should have appeared earlier but was delayed in the expectation that we could illustrate it. The picture was not good enough to print.
The service for the corner stone laying of large buildings are seen, even to a seating
the New Messiah Home 'Building was held capacity of 65,0000 people, but no homes
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 8th, 1935, at two for the care of the aged.
o'clock under the direction of Bish. Henry
The third speaker was Eld Henry O. MusK. Kreider. It was a beautiful day for the ser, of Eiizabethtown. He stressed a few
occasion, and many brethren and sisters points. "A Home for the aged," he said, "is
from the surrounding counties were present. but an outward expression of love in the
The total attendance was estimated at 500 heart, that is, when the love of God is shed
people. Included in this number were about abroad in the heart, it will find expression
30 ministers.
in helpfulness somewhere." He also made
A program was arranged and very ably mention of the fact that a number of aged
rendered. The ladies' chorus of the Har- folks have no children to care for them in
risburg congregation, led by Sr. Clara their declining years, others have children,
Hutchinson, sang several selections that but are not able to care for their parents,
were very appropriate, such as "Christ Went and still others have children who do not
a Building to Prepare," "How Firm a want to care for their aged parents. He
Foundation" and "Don't Forget the Old concluded that a Home is needed to meet
Folks." Bishop Harry C. Shank, of Waynes- these various conditions and needs.
boro, offered the opening prayer. The first
The fourth speaker was Eld. Enos H.
speaker on the program was Attorney Hess, of Grantham. Bro. Hess spoke from
Homer L. Kreider, of Harrisburg. His sub- the view-point as a former member of the
ject was a "Clear Title." He explained the Board of Managers of the Messiah Home.
procedure in searching the records to find He made mention of the problems, financial
out whether there are any encumbrances, and otherwise to run a Home: its care and
liens, judgments or mortgages against a concern. He also spoke of the blessings
property. He emphatically assured us that and privileges of a Home. Your own home
the title to the new site for the Messiah is the best, the Home for the aged is second
Home is clear. In his closing remarks, he best, he said.
made mention of the Christ-like spirit that
Eld. Walter A. Winger, and Eld. A. D. M.
prompted the building of this Home to care Dick also expressed their appreciation of
for the aged and those who cannot care for what the Messiah Home meant to them in
themselves.
their Christian life, and that their prayers
The second speaker was Elder C. N. Hos- are that the influence for good might emitetter, Jr., of Grantham. He spoke from the nate from the New Messiah Home as it did
text found in Isaiah 28:16 "Behold, I lay in from the old Home for nearly 40 years.
Bish. Henry K. Kreider then gave a brief
Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone,
a precious corner stone, a sure foundation." description of the plan of the New Home.
Brother Hostetter emphasized the fact that For the closing exercises, the audience sang,
Christ is the chief corner-stone. He also "God be with you till we meet again." Eld.
stressed the words "tried," "Precious," and Irwin Gurry, of Swatara Station, then led in
"sure," and said that in countries where prayer, and Eld. Paul Goodling, of ThompChrist and His gospel are unknown many sontown, pronounced the benediction.

The Death of Self
Self dies hard. He struggles, too,
against being led to the place of slaughter.
Many, who at camp-meeting or convention or in revival service, have heard clear
teaching on the blessed sanctified life, are
conscious of the birth of a desire to experience this grace in their own hearts.
Its beauty and its blessedness, its quiet and
its restfulness, its sweetness and its holy
joy, have been so charmingly portrayed
that perhaps there has been no thought of
the struggle that precedes its attainment
and the throes of anguish that go with the
death of the self life. Like the air-castles
we build—we see the finished buildings
without taking into account the cutting and
the sawing, the teaming and the lifting,
the chips and the litter, the grading and
the- leveling, the vexations and the trials,
the rainy days and the storms, the labor
strikes and the delays, the incongenial
neighbors and the meddlesomeness of busy
bodies, the difficulty of attainment and the
greater problem of maintenance.

The matter of a triumphant experience
is not a sharp struggle, lasting a few hours
or a few days, a shouting, glorious victory,
and then a settling down into a comfortable waiting for the time when the good
Lord shall see fit to take us to Heaven: but
it is a constant guarding and fortifying
of conquered territory, and a pushing out
for greater achievement and more abundant
grace. As in the case of one who has been
delivered from an ungovernable temper,
there is not only a guarding of the spirit
against yielding again to passion and vexation, but there is also a cultivation of
gentleness of disposition and the grace of
patience.
The crisis is no surety that the neighbor's dog will not track with muddy feet
your newly scrubbed porch; nor yet, that
somebody's cat will not get into your cellar
on Saturday night and steal your Sunday's
steak; nor does it guarantee that your
horse will not balk, or your cow kick;
neither does this crisis with its hallelujah,
mean that your neighbors will stop talking
about you, and pat you on the back, and

point you out as the best Christian in the
community: no, it does not even mean that
henceforth you will see no opportunities of
driving a sharp bargain or doing some
mean, contemptible thing. But it does
mean that in these vexations Jesus will
keep the spirit quiet and fill the heart with
holy joy; it does mean that when the
chance offers itself to do something in an
underhand way that savors of dishonesty or
meanness the soul will recoil with horror
at the thought of such a possibility; it does
mean that, rather than entertain such a
thought of evil, the child of God will
wrestle day and night for perfect victory
—not that these things may not be found
out by others, but that God shall see nothing but righteousness and cleanness in the
desire of the heart. When the world wants
to give peace it seeks to take us out of the
conditions which bring trouble, or by
making us forget our trouble—Jesus gives
us peace, not from trouble, but in it.
Is it not to be feared that too many
Christians faint on the way to the place
of crucifixion and never reach their Calvary? They cannot say, "I live, yet not I,
but Christ liveth in me," because they cannot say, "I am crucified." Never having
died, they have never felt the thrill of the
inbreathing of the resurrection life by the
Holy Spirit, nor yet leaped from their
grave clothes when the angel rolled away
the stone from the mouth of the sepulchre.
The peace is great—the joy is ecstatic—
the experience is something wonderful—but
the way into this blessed state of grace is
the via dolorosa—the way of weeping. It is
by way of self-crucifixion but it is the way
of life—pulsing, throbbing, abundant life.
Selected by Jennie Teal, Stevensville, Ont.
I marvel at the change of public sentiment and opinion. For example, when I
was six or seven years of age the most infamous expression that could be applied to
a fellow was "red-haired" or "red-headed."
Later, that my hair turned (naturally) darker, and still later, bordering on white, red
hair has become quite the vogue, no mattei
if it is the shade of the Duroc Jersey and
artificial.
That matters less, however.
W h a t is worse is that sentiment concerning moral things has changed. At that time
it was considered sin to prim, read sensationally impure stuff, share in improper
pleasures, intemperance, babyless matrimonies, and a crime to get too friendly with
one's neighbor's wife or husband, as the
case might be. Many more things were
SIN. But who can say that is generally
the sentiment now! W e do have the W o r d
of God standards; but when I see professing Christians live according to public sentiment rather than the Bible, I marvel!
-—E. H. Lindquist.
"I know that my Redeemer liveth, and
that he shall stand at the latter day upon
the earth" Job. 19:25.
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rBENGEB—Catherine J. Prenger, daughter
of Daniel and Sarah Stump, was born in Union
Township near the farm on which she died,
November 22, 1861. She fell asleep in the
faith of Christ on the morning of November
14, 1935, having reached the age of 73 years,
11 months, and 22 days.
On December 28, 1878, she was united in
marriage to John Frenger, of St. Joseph
County. To them were born eight children,
seven sons a n d one daughter. H e r husband
and two sons, Clarence and John, preceded
her in death, in 1895 and 1896, her daughter,
Anna Prenger Newcomer, in 1912. Since that
time she h a s lived in the immediate vicinity
of the farm where she died.
Though left a t the time of h e r husband's
death with a large family of small children
she courageously and faithfully labored to
keep them together and rear them as honored
and respected citizens of the community. She
was converted in the spring of 1896 and united
with the Brethren in Christ Church, of which
fellowship she remained a faithful member till
death.
Though of a very quiet temperament there
were times when she manifested great happiness in her praise for the Lord's gracious
dealings with her. She lived in constant and
longing expectation of soon meeting her
Savior and Redeemer.
Surviving her are her brother, Henry O.
Stump, with whom she h a s had her home for
many years; five sons, Peter C. Frenger, of
Bremen; D. Edward, of Elkhart; David O.,
Chester P., and Mervin G., all of Nappanee;
three sisters, Mrs. David Holdeman, a t Union,
Michigan; Mrs. Michael Kirkdorfer, of Milford,
and Mrs. H. S. Weaver, of Nappanee; 21 grandchildren and 11 great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held a t the Union
Center Church of the Brethren, conducted by
Eld. Clyde Shirk and Rial Stump. Text: Job
14:41. Burial in adjoining cemetery.
HEBSHEY—Hosie Magdalene Hershey wife
of the late Abram Hershey of Gettysburg, departed this life Nov. 1, 1935, aged 85 years, 9
months, and 11 days.
Sr. Hershey was a faithful member of the
Brethren in Christ Church for many years. She
possessed that meek and quiet spirit which in
God's sight is precious. On account of ill
health Sr. Hershey was not able to attend services for quite a number of years, but always
enjoyed a service in her home, and especially a
communion service.
To this union twelve children were born.
Four children preceded her in death.
Funeral services were conducted Nov. 4th, a t
the Benders Funeral Parlor in Gettysburg, conducted by Bish. Laban Wingert, assisted by
Eld. John N. Hostetter. Text Heb. 4:9. Interment a t Mummasburg cemetery.
M I L L E R — W i l m a Ann Miller, daughter of
Bro. Wilson and Sr. Hazel Miller of Howard,
Pa., was born May 9th, 1935 and passed away
Dec. 5, 1935 a t the age of 6 months and 27
days. She is survived by father, mother, six
brothers and four sisters.
Funeral services were held a t the home Saturday afternoon, Dec. 7, conducted by Bish.
Henry S. Miller. Interment in Summit Hill
Cemetery.

-WAGNER-BUTTON'—At the home of the officiating minister, Bish. Henry S. Miller, there
occurred the marriage of James A. Wagner,
Howard, Pa., and Helen Button, Lock Haven,
Pa., on Dec. 25th, 1935 a t 8:00 a. m.

NIGH—Bro. George Nigh, of Stevensville,
Ont., son of the late Bro. P e t e r Nigh and wife,
departed this life Sat., Dec. 21, 1935, being in
his 73rd year. He was a member of the Brethren in Christ (Tunker) Church for a number
of years.
He leaves to mourn his departure, his wife,
Sr. Annie (Storm) Nigh; two daughters, Violet,
wife of Clair Montague; Elsie, wife of Omer
Seaburn; five sons, Royden, of Stevensville,
Ont.; Arthur, Walter, Lewis and Edgar, a t
home and twelve grandchildren. One daughter,
Florence, and one son, George, predeceased
him some years ago.
He also leaves three brothers: Solomon,
Peter and Abel, and three sisters: Evy Baker,Sarah Sider and Frances Learn and many other
relatives and friends.
Funeral services were conducted on Tues.,
Dec. 24th from the home to the Black Creek
Church by the home ministry. Text: Romans
6:23. Interment in adjoining cemetery.

T h e darkest ignorance is ignorance of
God. T h e highest knowledge is knowledge
of God.—Selected.

It is possible that we may be better than
our neighbors, and yet not so good as we
should be.—Matthew Henry.

WOlCrEMTTTH-SHIRK — Melvin L. Wolgemuth, son of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin S. Wolgemuth
of Manheim, Pa., and Anna Shirk, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. I r a Shirk of Mimintown, Pa.,
were united in marriage a t the home of the
bride's parents Saturday evening, Nov. 9. Rev.
Burfenmyer from McAlisterville officiated.
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He Won a Neighbor
/ . H. Byer
M y grandfather on my father's side lived
in Canada, not far from the Niagara river.
One spring he moved to a new—but not far
distant—neighborhood. Busybodies—as is
often the case—told him of all the good
and bad traits of all w h o lived near. "One
man" said they "is so mean, that no one
can get along with him, so you better leave
him strictly alone."
Grandfather was a true servant of the
Lord. He neither shunned the above man,
nor unduly sought his friendship. Early in
the summer this neighbor was stricken
down with fever. He was a very sick man
for a number of weeks. Nurses and hospitals were few and seldom used in those
early days.
Friends took turns in sitting up with the
sick, and otherwise helping the afflicted
families. But in this man's case, very few
seemed ready to help, on account of his
bad reputation. Grandfather went over
and offered to care for him one night and
let the tired family all rest. His service was
accepted. He acted as nurse a number of
different nights. Harvest time came and
winter wheat was ripe. T h e sick man said
to my grandfather, " W h a t shall I do, here
I am sick, and there is no one t o cut my
wheat?" Grandfather was young, strong,
large and athletic. It was no trouble for
him to swing a grain cradle, and soon he
and his hired man had his own wheat cut,
bound by hand and in the shock. He told
his sick neighbor, " W e will come and cut
your wheat, and put it in the shock."
This they gladly did, making no charges.
W h e n oats were ripe this man was still
unable to work. Again grandfather did as
he did with the wheat, and he said he never
had a better neighbor than this man was
ever afterwards. He was won.
"Dearly beloved, avenge not yourselves,
but rather give place unto wrath: for it is
written, Vengeance is mine: I will repay,
saith the Lord. Therefore if thine enemy
hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him
drink; for in so doing thou shalt heap coals
of fire on his head. Be not overcome of
evil, but overcome evil with good." Rom
12:19-21.
T h e branch of the vine does not worry,
and toil, and rush here to seek for sunshine,
and there to find rain. N o ; it rests in union
and communion with the vine; and at the
right time, and in the right way, is the fruit
found on it. Let us so abide in the Lord
Jesus.—The Elim Evangel.
A minister without boldness is like a
smooth fire, a knife without an edge, a
sentinel that is afraid to let off his gun. Men
will be bold in sin, and ministers must be
bold to reprove.—Gurnall.
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Our Mail Bag
City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller and
wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawlcy St., in charge of Eld. and Sr.
Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of Sarah Bert
and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish. W. H.
Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2d St., Barbara Hitz, Mary
Sentz. Bell Phone, GarHeld 6 4 3 1 .
San Francisco Mission, 473 Guerrero St., in charge of Maggie
E. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Wetland, Ont., in charge
of Bishop Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, In charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings,
Sylvatus, Va.
Mt. Carmel Mission, in charge of Eld. H. P . Heisey and wife,
Gladwin, Mich., Star Eoute.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Eld. Albert Engle and
wife, Garlin, Kentucky.
.Houghton Mission, Ontario, in charge of Edward Gilmore and
wife, Idellus Sider, Tillsonburg, Ont., E. 1.
Saskatchewan Mission, in charge of Albert Cober and wife,
Meath Park Station, Sask., Can.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Ehoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. and Sr.
Joseph Musser, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg,
Pa.
This department is intended for general church news. Concise
reports of missions, revival campaigns, Bible Conferences, and
definite testimonies.
All reports and testimonies must necessarily be condensed. Copy should reach us two weeks preceding
the date of issue.
Evangelistic slates will gladly be printed
when furnished us in proper form.—Editor. •

EVANGELISTIC SLATE
MARSHALL A. WINGER, Home Address, St.
Anns, Ont., R. 2.
Bethany Church, Thomas, Okla., Jan. 5 to
Jan. 26.
Red Star Church, Oklahoma, Jan. 27 to Pet>.
16.
Balance of winter to April 1st with Bish.
Henry Schneider, Merrill, Michigan.
REPORT OF ENGLEWOOD, O., REVIVAL
We come to you a t this time with a report
of our revival services. We were pleased to
have with us, Bro. B. J. Swalm of Duntroon,
Ont. Because of other church duties he was
only with us here at Pairview two weeks, following a two weeks' revival at Dayton, Ohio.
We enjoyed the Gospel messages he gave
from night to night, they were encouraging
and inspiring. The first Sunday morning we
were impressed with the wonderful concern the
Lord has for His children. Our brother took
as his text, Isa. 49:16, "Behold, I have graven
thee upon the palms of my hands." Those
words took on new meaning as he gave the
message.
The attendance was not so large at first but
gradually increased. Our hearts go out to
those who are not interested enough in God's
Word to avail themselves of these wonderful
opportunities.
A number were at the altar of prayer and
sought until they found deliverance, we know
of one who met conditions in their home and
received a touch from God.
We are praying that the seed sown will bring
forth fruit to the praise of His dear name.
•—Elizabeth Hoke.
BLACK CREEK REVTVAL
The Black Creek district was again blessed
with a series of revival meetings which was
held in the Black Creek Church near Stevensville, Ont.
We were thankful to see t h a t , the revival
spirit was manifested before the meetings began. One sister and her daughter went to the
altar for prayer in a Sunday morning service
two weeks previous to the meetings and also
in the prayer meetings some asked for pray-
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er for definite needs which they realized in
their own hearts and in the last Wednesday
evening prayer meeting before the meetings
our hearts were made to rejoice as we listened
to a number of our dear brethren and sisters
testify of having received definite help from
the Lord having come in contact with the Welland revival which was going on at that time.
On Sunday evening, Dec. 1st, Eld. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., was with us and labored faithfully
among us until Sunday evening, Dec. 22d. The
attendance was somewhat hindered the first
week of the meetings on account of the unfavorable condition of the weather and roads,
but we still continued to look to the Lord for
a revival and for souls and the brother continued to give forth heart-searching messages
under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The
second week the roads were again open and the
attendance increased and the Lord was with us
and blessed in the services. His divine presence was very keenly felt and we had the
privilege of sitting together in Heavenly
places. Deep conviction was upon hearts and
we thank God for a number of precious souls
who openly sought the Lord and trust they
will continue faithfully to follow Him to the
end. We are sorry however for those who did
not yield to the precious wooings of the Holy
Spirit and hope they will yet come to Him.
May the Lord bless the brother as he goes
to other fields of labor.
•—Cor.
ABILENE, KANS.
Commencing November 10th, our church enjoyed a three and one-half weeks' special meeting with Bish. M. L. Dohner, of Ohio as the
evangelist. Our people appreciated the ministry of Bro. Dohner and his efforts were not
without visible results. About forty knelt a t
the altar for spiritual needs of varying degrees. I t is worthy of mention that on several
occasions the altar was filled with young people and children, sincerely hungry for God's
best for them. Almost every night found an
appreciated number of visitors, some from our
churches in the country, and other visitors from the town.
To see constantly
new faces appearing in the audience is occasion for rejoicing on the part of the Lord's
workers.
Our church this fall instituted a Week Day
Bible School which meets every Saturday afternoon. Instruction in the Bible, suited to age
and grade, and made as pictorial as possible,
is the program of this school. The enrollment
has risen to 183. The children enrolled come
from, thirteen denominations, as well as from
the unchurched group. The school meets on
Saturday so that we may have attendance on
the part of children from the rural sections.
We are seriously impressed with the duty
which belongs to the church to give young
minds a knowledge of the Christian Scriptures.
We have found that it costs something to do
this, but we believe it is worth the work and
the effort. We solicit an interest in your prayers for the work a t this place.
REPORT OP MARKHAM REVIVAL
One more revival effort has gone down in
history. Eld. M. A. Winger from Boyle, formerly of Kindersley, Sask., came into our milst
to conduct these services. Our brother preached night after night in the power and demonstration of the Spirit and God witnessed to the
scene in the salvation of precious souls. The
second Sunday was a high day in Zion In
the morning service a number knelt at the altar, one a brother past 70 years of age, who
has been happy ever since. The same Sunday
evening nearly fifty knelt at the altar for
their soul's need. The number of seekers exceeded the hundred mark. Some were backsliders; some sought the experience of Sanctification and some for justification. Our brother was
faithful in preaching the words and the Holy
Spirit did His office work. Eternity alone will
reveal the good t h a t was done.
These services were well attended throughout and the co-operation of our sister churches
was much appreciated.
Meetings closed Sunday evening, Dec. 15th
with a full house.
May God's richest blessing rest upon our
brother as he goes to other fileds of labor.
—Cor. D. W. S.
MY EXPERIENCE
To the dear readers of the Visitor:
God has been dealing very graciously
with me of late and I felt impressed to
write my experience to the Visitor.
I had a dream last night and as I awoke

memories of the past came before me even
from my childhood days, and I realized
with the Psalmist that goodness and mercy
had followed me all the days of my life.
I was raised in a Christian home, being
the oldest daughter of the late Bishop John
Sider. From my earliest recollection I was
taught the things of God. The Lord spoke
to me very early in life, at the age of seven
years, and made me realize I was a sinner.
I t was on a Sabbath afternoon, when my
father was reading aloud from his Bible
while we children were playing. He read
that passage, "The wicked shall be turned
into hell and all the nations that forget
God." The Holy Spirit showed me I wasn't
saved. I am glad for a godly mother who
taught me how to find the Lord and as I
confessed my sins God spoke peace to my
heart. I didn't make this known openly
until about two years later, in the year
1897, a revival service being held in our
church. In the following year I was baptized and taken into the church.
From
that time until I reached the age of sixteen
my experience was up and down. At this
time the Lord dealt very definitely with
me, and I gave up my all for Jesus. The
Lord was very precious to me and I never
regretted having said "yes" to His will.
At the age of twenty-two I was married
and as children came into our home I felt
keenly the responsibility of a Christian
mother. God blest us with eight children
and as each child came into our home they
were consecrated to God, and prayed over
and instructed in the ways of the Lord.
In early life they all sought the Lord,
ranging in age from six to twelve years,
and united with the church, but two of the
boys failed to become settled. I carried a
great concern in my heart and promised
God if He would answer my prayer for
their salvation I would devote my prayers
to others. The Lord answered but in a
short time the one boy drew back and
finally our second son met with tests
through which he lost confidence in those
he had trusted and began letting down.
God gave me a precious promise that He
would keep him, but outward appearances
were so against me and my faith gave way.
He gradually let down and got out in the
world, too. This was a severe test to my
faith because I had raised my children for
the Lord. Finally through much prayer
the Lord revealed to me that through failing to lay hold on His promise I had failed
in the hour of test.
Oh! I am so glad for God's faithfulness
in keeping us on the right track, but we
must be dead to what others have done
and keep love in our hearts, before God
will answer our prayers. God's Word says
if I regard iniquity in my heart the Lord
will not hear me. The Lord had deep lessons of trust to take me through and He
gave me precious witnesses that He would
answer my prayer. My faith seemed to
(Continued on page 13)
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Missionary Department
Glimpses of the Work at
Saharsa

Evangelistic
AST, but far from least, comes the
evangelistic work in our accounts of
the different phases of work at the station.
Although evangelism is our first aim and
purpose in each branch of the work and is
so closely intermingled that it would be
difficult to define separately, yet apart from
any institutional phase this important department of work is also carried on.
W e are thinking today of the women's
branch of evangelistic work. Social system
in India is so made up that it is difficult to
get a unanimous hearing in a mixed crowd.
W o m e n have a lingo all of their own and
unless one drops into this particular form
of speech when trying to teach them they
are apt to meet with the bewildered expression, "I can't understand a word—
don't speak English to me," although one
may have been using perfectly good Hindi.
T o obtain the best hearing also it is necessary to speak with women only; if men
are present they claim all the attention and
the women sit back in silence. Good Indian women and those of higher castes will
not join a mixed crowd nor come into the
presence of men, so the best method is to go
to them in their homes at a suitable time of
day, and quietly sitting down, endeavor to
instruct them about the great Saviour of the
world.
Missionary Sisters have made this particular phase of Evangelism their great concern through the years, but here again social custom forbids that good women
should go about unattended, thus in order
to be better understood both in this and in
various other ways, it has been found best
to be accompanied by an Indian woman or
more, when going from home to home. A
wise Bible W o m a n will be able to bridge
over many a difficult situation and to explain many a question, and one who knows
their particular dialect well can make them
understand the message much better.
At the present time we have two Bible
W o m e n at Saharsa who devote a few
hours each morning to Evangelism in the
home or what is more commonly known as
Zennanah W o r k . Whenever possible they
are accompanied by a missionary sister, but
even when this is impossible, the two go
out alone in a bullock cart and find welcome in the different homes. These women,
however, as is the case with all Indian
Christian workers, must face considerable
opposition. Usually the women they go
to visit want to know what caste they

L
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were before they became Christians, and
even though this fact is withheld, they conclude by their general appearance that they
came from lower castes, and often they say
very unpleasant things. Will you please
pray for all our Bible W o m e n that the
beauty of Jesus may so shine out through
them that other things may be off set and
forgotten? Also they need more of the
Holy Spirit's power in their lives, more wisdom and tact in giving out the message and
much encouragement.
If you were at Saharsa some- morning
you might see two young mothers coming
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the message but out in the more distant villages the women are eager for the message.
W e are enclosing herewith a snap of the
two Bible W o m e n so that you may be
more impressed to pray for them, the two
little boys who must be left behind- each
day, and the dear shut-in women whom
they go to enlighten. The shortest one
of the two is Ramoti, wife of James Biswas
(Saharsa deacon) and the other is Darka,
wife of John Jakki, both very outstanding
in their origin in the mission. She followed Sr. Rohrer home from her village one
evening in the early days, half naked, with
sores and maggots infesting her head, an
orphan and practically homeless.
The
enemy has been hard after her, but at the
present she seems to enjoy the blessings of
salvation and is very earnest in giving out
the message to her Hindu sisters. Her children are particularly noted for their health
and beauty. She often says she cannot be
thankful enough to God that He called her
to the Mission and has so wonderfully
blessed her. Ramoti also does very well in
the work. She w a s a trained teacher in the
Girl's School before she was married.
Please do not forget to mention them both
in your prayers.
—R. B. F.
Nov. 21, 1935.
It is wholly impossible to live according
to divine order, and to make a proper application of heavenly principles, as long as
the necessary duties which each day brings
seem only like a burden grievous to be
borne.—Selected.
W i t h the wind of tribulation, God separates the wheat from the chaff in the threshing floor of the soul.—Molinos.

Names and Addresses
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
MAT0P0
Elder and Mrs. L. II. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F. B»h»lman, Elder R. 11. Mann, Mrs. S. K. Doner, and Miss Lois
Frey, Miss Mary C. Krelder, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So
Shodesia, South Africa.

Bible Women at Saharsa
up the path from their village, each carrying a beautiful baby boy on her hip and a
song book under her arm. The little boys
are deposited either with the widows or the
girls at the orphanage and the two get into the covered bullock cart and set out for
their work. T w o little boys cry after their
mothers until the cart is out of sight and
then they settle down, until their mothers
return from work and carry them back
home. This goes on every day but Sunday.
T h e y visit two or three homes in a morning as a rule. The women right near our
Mission Station have become somewhat
hardened and do not give a ready ear to

MTSHABEZI
Bishop and Mrs. II. H. Brubaker, Mr. and Mrs. David B. Hall,
Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary Brenaman, Miss Martha Kauffman. Miss Sadie Book, and Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Mtshabezi
Mission, P. B. 102 "M", Bulawayo, South Bhodesia, South
Africa.
WANES
Elder and Mrs. II. J. Frey, Wanezl Mission, Filabusl, So.
Rhodesia, South Africa.
MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Annie M. Winger, Miss
Verda Moyer, Miss Anna R. Engle, Macha Mission, Glioma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
SIKAL0NG0
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Miss Anna Eyster, and Miss
Elizabeth Engle, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. By., Dist. Bhagalpur, Elder and Mrs. Charles
Engle, Miss B. Ella Gayman, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Poote.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
George Paulus, Miss M. EfBe Rohrer.
MISSIONARIES ON FURLOUGH
W. 0. Winger and Family, Grantham, Pa.
Bishop and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Florin, Pa.
Hiss Anna M. Steckley, Cormier, Ont.
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Sikalongo News Notes
Sept
1. D a y of prayer. After the regular
service all the Church members and Class
members met together for a time of special prayer. W e divided into three groups,
two for men and boys and one for the
women. God met with us.
5. Prayer meeting.
Afterwards the
Cullens go to Choma to bring Kumalo for
our evangelistic services.
6. Our first monthly D a y of Prayer.
Kumalo speaks and w e have a precious
meeting. W e have been praying for a
manifestation of God's presence at this
time.
7-8. Lovefeast. The Macha folks and
Brother Reynolds of the Pilgrim Holiness
Church are with us. Again we were reminded that the Lord is coming again some
day for His own. Let us be aggressive
Christians while He tarries.
9-19.
Revival services. More than
forty remained for prayer, most of them
school boys. However, we were very glad
for Jim and Tiki who have expressed a
desire to return to God, also for Siamanyanga and Kopokola, children from Christian homes. Will you pray for these that
they may go on to a life abundant in Christ?
14. N o services at the mission. Kumalo, and Hobela go to Siabonkolula's village.
They stop at Siazwela's also.
Brother Cullen reports a good service at
Singani's village.
15. There was no evangelistic service
today because of the death of our Sikalongo evangelist's little son. Kumalo spoke
on, "I shall go to him, but he shall not return to me." Joshua also spoke, telling
how God had warned him in a dream of
this experience and now, althuogh his heart
is sad, he rejoices that he can go to be
with the child. Joshua seems to be growing
in the Lord recently.
20. Off to Macha! The way seems unusually long and rough, but at last we are
there and enjoying the fellowship of friends.
I stay with "my mother."
21-22. Macha love feast. On Sunday
afternoon a special feature was introduced;
after the regular service we divided for
group meetings. Sister Annie Winger and
I were with the children, Noah was our
helper. Twenty-one responded to an invitation.
29. Sister Eyster has been away one
month. Strength according to our need is
being provided.
Ocr.
1. The Cullens go to Choma. They
take one of our native sisters to the doctor
and bid God-speed to Sr. Annie Winger on
her short holiday.
3. W h a t can be wanted at this time of
night? I learn that Mudenda has brought
Musa who is very ill indeed with pneu-
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monia. Sr. Cullen and I try to make them
comfortable for the night until they can
be taken to Choma.
4. Prayer Day. Brother Cullen can not
be with us for he must take our sick folks
to Choma, but the Lord is with us to bless
and help.
At dusk the Macha missionaries drive in.
They bring ice with them and we all enjoy ice-cream.
5. W e have been having many mulberries recently. Sister Minnie Winger cans
some for Macha.
In the evening Mr. and Mrs. Mathews,
from the Methodist Mission in the Zambesi
Valley, stop with us on their way to Synod.
They tell of the distressing heat in that unhealthful spot.
6. Our friends from Macha leave early
in the morning, the Kachindu folks remaining until after the mid-day service. Mr.
Mathews preached at this service on, "God
is love." He spoke in Chitonga and I got
the gist of his message.
Members' meeting. W e always feel a
deep sense of joy and gratitude when we
meet alone with these who are in a special
way the "fruit of the Gospel" in this land.
Death again visits our little band, this
time taking Musa. W e wonder why our
prayers have not been answered for we
know God understands bleeding hearts.
Perhaps we have not prayed in faith.
4-12. W e are not feeling well. Roy
spends several days in bed with fever and
a bad cold. All of us go about our work
slowly while we try to build up a reserve.
13. W e visit Siazwela's village, going
by motor car to the hills and walking the
rest of the way, but we feel that meeting
with the people is worth all the effort expended.
W e rejoiced in Siazwela's testimony that
his heart is ready for Heaven now, the result of Kumalo's being there and praying
with him a few weeks ago. Paul "planted;
Apollos watered, but God gave the increase."
15. Joshua's have a new little son.
20. Near sundown Mr. Mathews arrives alone on his return to Kanchindu. The
doctor has advised that Mrs. Mathews remain on the plateau where it is more healthful. Sr. Cullen and I were out calling this
afternoon. W e saw the new baby. He is
a fine, big boy and carries the name Siambweka.

felt anew the need of "dwelling in the secret place."
25-27. A pleasant week-end of rest and
fellowship at Macha. W e find Srs. Engle
and Moyer gone on a week-end village
trip, but feel their presence in shadow.
29. Brother Reynolds dropped in for
the night.
30. The rains have begun. And what
relief even this one shower has brought!
This was the first rain except for a very
Lttle about a month ago.
Brother and Sister Cullen again go to
Choma, for it has become necessary to remove the nail from Sr. Cullen's thumb because of an infection which set in despite
the very good care she gave it.
31. I have a new job—pinning patches
on boys' trousers and shirts.
Days come and go, but Jesus Christ remains the same, yesterday, today, and forever. A deeper spiritual life has become
the burden of my heart, both for myself
and for our Christians here. Except the
Lord build we labor in vain. W e miss
very much the rich Christian fellowship of
the home-land, but are sure God is ready
to supply more than that as we wait upon
Him. Will you pray with us for the
triumph of the Gospel of Christ here,
among the people and in individual lives?
Prayer still changes things!
— E . E.
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23. Buster, our dog, has become rabid
and must be shot, but he has nipped Bro.
Cullen and drawn blood. Bro. and Sr. Cullen hurry off to Choma to see the doctor.
23-25. Miss Peyton, from the Bible
Class Mission in Choma, spends a few
days with us. She is recuperating from a
serious illness and operation, but that has
not cooled her enthusiasm for the Lord. In
morning worship she read Psalm 91 and I

One Week-End in the Village
Verda

Moyer

R I D A Y afternoon 4:30 p. m.—we are
now ready to go on our trip to Muzovu. Sr. Engle and I had planned this trip
some time ago. Our group consisted of
Mwalu our native preacher, three boys as
carriers, Sr. Engle and I. You have heard
before about this village through Sr. Engle's
article in the Visitor.
W e are very much interested in Muzovu
because of the three young men who were
saved one time when Sr. Winger was
there. However, we are sorry to say these
young men have lacked boldness in the
stand they took. Some might ask the question why. One big reason was there was
no one there to teach them and to show
them the way. One said it was hard to
stand alone. T h e Mission is too far away
for them to come to the services here. It is
a large village and they are badly in need
of a school, but we were short of funds
and not able to put a teacher there.
About a month ago we received a letter
from a dear Sister in Canada, whose heart
was deeply touched as she read the Visitor
account. She said she would like to help
to send a teacher there. Thank God for
this dear sister who sent sufficient means to
do so. W h e n we read her letter it caused
tears. W e felt like having a little praise
service for answered prayer. Our hearts rejoiced in thanksgiving to God.
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W e felt happy to be able to return to
this village with the good news that now
we can give them a teacher. ' W e started
out on foot like so many of our pioneer
Missionaries. As I walk along on these
paths I often think of those who have
traveled them before us and how they
opened the way into these villages. Many
times we hear some of the older natives say
they went to school when Sister Davidson
was at Macha. At this time of the year it
is very hot to travel so we had to start
early in the morning or late in the afternoon. It was about seventeen miles to the
village. W e could not do it all in one day,
so we planned to stop over night at a village about six miles from here.
W e got up early the next morning and
were well on our way by sunrise'. W e had
about eleven miles yet to Muzovu. It was
very nice walking that time of the day, yet
we became very tired. W e rested a short
time at a village about half way there,
where we had a little service and enjoyed
the bw'atu (a refreshing native drink)
which was given to us. W e reached the
village about eleven o'clock and were well
satisfied to sit down, and rest.

the people to come to the meeting in the
evening. It pleased the natives very much
that we came to their huts. W e found
most of the women grinding, or stamping,
or cooking their food for the evening. Some
of the men were building. W e also found
a few that were sick. As we kept going
from hut to hut more children kept accompanying us till at last we had a little following of about thirty children, the tinier
ones on the backs of ethers.
As I looked back and saw the little
group of children following us I thought of
Jesus' walk upon earth and of the people
and children who followed him. Since I
have been here and seen the way these
people live they often remind me of the
people who lived in Bible times.
W e had a nice little service in the evening. W e all sat around a fire not because
it was cold, but for the light so we could
sing and read God's W o r d . The Holy
Spirit's presence was with us and our
hearts were happy as we sat under the
stars. W e were glad to get to our beds
that night. W e slept well regardless of
the bed. The next morning we were up
early and had early prayers with a group
of over a hundred. It was my lot to speak
to them, as I stood there before all those
black faces my heart was burdened for
their souls. After the scripture lesson and
the message and song Sr. Engle spoke to
them of the possibility of sending them a
teacher now, telling them of the sister
across the seas who sent money to help
them. She told them to start to build the
school house, suggesting that they work together, each man bringing a few poles, each
woman a bundle of thatching grass. They
seem very eager to have a school. W h e n
we were finished with this service we told
them we would have one more at midday
before we left. W e had to leave in the
afternoon in order to get home for school
Monday morning.

reached the mission about nine o'clock,
tired but happy. It seemed very good to
see our little cottages again. W e had a
nice trip, the future will tell what good we
have done.
Will you help to pray for Muzovu?
There are a number in this village who
seem ready to accept Christ. W e found
some very fine young men and women
who, we believe would be useful Chrstians.
There are a large number of children there
too. W e hope they will be able to finish
their school soon so that they may have a
teacher when the out-schools open again.

The people were glad to see us, they
wondered that we came back so soon to
see them. W h e n we were there in August
the people were not very sociable, but this
time they came up to greet us and seemed
happy that we had come.
Our boys soon found nice shade trees
under which to put up our tent. T w o of
the boys went for water while one got
wood to start a fire. After that we made
our breakfast. W e felt very tried from our
walk so we thought we would rest a while
before going out to meet more people.
W i t h tent flaps open we stretched out
on our blankets spread on grass on the
ground. W e had left the tent door open
because it was so hot. W e were just about
ready to sleep when we heard voices outside wondering, "Are they asleep?" Our
own feelings might have said, "Let them
think so." But we had come to minister to
Muzovus' needy and must not miss even
this opportunity. W e turned over and sat
up to see who it was. Here there was a
group of about twenty-five who wanted to
see us. They all sat down in front of our
tent door. It was a real picture to watch
their bright faces as they sat there, curious
to see into our tent. Sr. Engle spoke to
them for some time asking them questions,
and trying to draw them up. She even
tried to teach the children how to count
and to repeat John 3:16. Finally, the last
ones left and we thought now we shall try
again to rest. W e were nicely settled
when a man came up and wanted to greet
us. After that we gave up trying.
Before we had our dinner we went from
one end of the village to the other in hut
to hut visitation. W e tried to encourage

Right next to this village was a nice large
forest. After breakfast Anna and I took a
walk in it and found a big mahogany tree
under which we sat for a time talking of
home friends and reading and writing.
W h e n we came back we folded our
blankets and began to pack up. Our native helpers took down the tent and rolled
it up. W e prepared our stew for dinner
so that it might be cooking while we had
the service. After a little children's meeting and a very good message given by
Mwalu we said good-by to the people,
went back, ate our dinner, and were soon
on our way home. W e wanted to do the
first eleven miles back before tenting for
the night. The sun had set and it became
quite dark before we got to the village.
W e ate a little food, then had evening
prayers with the people of that village, and
again we were glad for our beds.
T h e next morning we packed up once
more and did the last lap of our journey,

"When I am dying, how glad I shall be
That the lamp of my life has been blazed out
for Thee;
I shall not mind whatever I gave,
In labor, or money, one soul to save;
I shall not mind that the way has been rough,
That Thy dear feet led the way was enough—
When I am dying how glad I shall be
That the lamp of my life has been blazed out
for Thee."

Macha Mission.

Affection
Colossians 3-2 says: "Set your affection
on things above, not on things on the
earth." I fear there are many people today
that have thier "affection on things above"
during prayer meeting and church services
ONLY, and during the intervening time
anything may be done.
As the Christmas season is again in the
past, the majority of people, big and little,
high up in social affairs, as well as the
little street urchin, (providing the latter
has any friends) one and all have perhaps
thought this to be the best Christmas they
ever had. That may be all right and good
to show our affections thus, but let not our
affections be like mere soap bubbles that
burst and are gone as soon as the festive
season is over. I honestly believe there are
many hearts today filled with that ever
aching void, longing for the natural affection of those near and dear to them by the
ties of nature.
Scripture is apparently being fulfilled as
in II Tim. 3-3. Many seem to be "without
natural affection." How can that spiritual
love and affection exist when natural love
and affection is lacking? Oh, dear ones,
do not wait until death has taken loved
ones, then stand beside the coffin and grave
and bemoan our regrets for not having
shown our affections while we had opportunity. After death regrets are too late.
—From a Sister.
If we humble ourselves under His mighty
hand, H e will exalt us in due time, with
that blessed and paradoxical exaltation
which will place us very much higher than
we were, and yet will leave us very much
lower in our own eyes.—H. C G. Moule.
Never make
mane a plan without
wiuiuut se
seeking
God's guidance; never achieve a si
success
without giving God the praise.—Sel.
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V I S I T O R
MY EXPERIENCE

Studies in the Scriptures
"The Book Philippians"
Jesse F. Lady
I. The Author—Paul (First study)
The author of this Epistle is so generally
recognized as Paul, even by modern critics,
that little needs to be said about its authenticity. So we assume at the outset that
Paul the Apostle is the man responsible for
this letter.
I like to think of the Books of the Bible
as so many letters, and back of every one
of these letters there is a personality. When
you receive a letter from your son or daughter you say that just sounds like John or
Mary or anyone of the children it might
happen to be.
Now suppose this Philippian letter was
the only information in the world we have
concerning Paul, what type of a man could
we conclude he was just from carefully
studying this letter?
Just to get a start on the discovery of
this many, Paul, count the many times " I " is
used and notice in what connection it is
mentioned. Here are just a few of them—
"I thank my God upon every remembrance
of you"—1:3.
"I have you in my heart"—1:7.
"I pray that your love may abound yet
more and more"—1:9.
"I count all things hut loss for the excellency of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my
Lord"—3:8.
"I can do all things through Christ which
strengtheth me"—4:13.
From these five references it might be
said of Paul as it was said of Barnabas in
Acts 11:24, "He was a good man, and full of
the Holy Ghost and of faith." The personal
pronoun " I " is used about thirty-five times
in all. We shall now outline some outstanding characteristics of this man according to
this letter.
I.

His Marks of leadership—
A. Vision.
B. Unselfishness.
C. Certainty and confidence.
D. Earnestness.
E. Frankness.
F. Faith in the cause he represented.
G. Understood the people and their needs.
H. Praised the good in people.
The eight points above are marks of high
leadership. See if you can find these points
in the Philippian Letter.
Someone has said leadership is the person
with—
Eyes that see.
Ears that hear.
Heart that feels.
A mind that interprets.
A practice that prepares.
A courage that faces facts.
Patience that teaches.
A will that persists.
A confidence that dares.
II t

His Worthy Example—4:1-9, based on
his conduct and experience.
A. A man of sorrows and acquainted with
grief—4:11, 12; 2:27.
•B. His steadfastness and love for his
friends—4:1.
"Paul seemed to have a thousand
hearts. He loved each Church as if it

were the only one he possessed." He
felt their burdens and their joys. He
gave thanks for them, prayed for them
with deep affection. Twice he called
them "My dearly beloved" and again
"My joy and my crown."
C. His constant rejoicing in the Lord
—4:4.
"Rejoice in the Lord always: a n d
again I say, rejoice."
1. Foundation for rejoicing is "in
the Lord."
2. Privilege of rejoicing "always"—
3. Duty of Christian to rejoice—
"again I say rejoice."
D. His sweet reasonableness as seen in
verse 5 and ch. 4.
It is the combination of forbearance,
graciousness, modesty, courtesy, consideration and esteem.
E. His freedom from anxiety—4:6, 7.
F. His habitual high thinking—4:8.
Ill, Paul the Pastor—1:3-11.
A. His prayerful remembrance of the
flock (in past)—3-5.
B. His confident expectation for them (in
future)—v. 6.
G. His loving devotion to them (in present)—7-8.
D. His prayer for their spiritual progress
—9-11.
IV.—Paul the Prisoner—1:12-30.
A. His supreme concern for the Gospel
outweighs all other considerations.
B. He rejoices that his bonds have furthered the gospel—12-18.
C. He is care-free even though his imprisonment may issue in life or death
—19-24.
D. Paul's conclusion—"I rejoice, yea, and
will rejoice."
Some Questions and Statements for further
Study—
1. Read the letter through aloud thoughtfully without interruption. Afterward
write down new characteristics you discovered about the author—Paul.
2. Are such people as the Apostle Paul
alive to-day? If so what is their secret? If not, why not? God is no respecter of person, but remember the
Devil is no respecter of people either,
so let's obey God and covet earnestly
the best gifts.
3. Would you like to have had the Apostle
Paul as your Pastor, Evangelist and
Teacher? Would you call him a fanatic ?
4. Study Paul's contrasts in this letter—
"My dearly beloved" and "Beware of
dogs"; "full" and "hungry," "abound"
and "suffer need."
5. Do something original for yourself in
the study of this letter.
6. Memorize the following—1:21, 27, notice the word "only" v. 27.
7. John Chrysostem wrote a memorable
sentence when he said of Paul—"Three
cubits in stature he touched the sky."
8. Paul was a good man, full of the Haly
Spirit, and full of faith.
Christ is our righteousness. Whence then
all this boasting of human or moral excellency?—R.

(Continued from page 9)
lay hold on His promises as never before,
and to the glory of His matchless Name
He has saved both of them. Now He has
laid new burdens on my heart and I see
new beauties in His service.
I can say with Annie Johnson Flint:
"/ would not lose the hard things from my
life,
The rocks o'er which I stumbled years ago.
The griefs and fears, the failures and mistakes,
That tried and tested faith and patience
so.
1 need them now, they make the deep-laid
wall,
The firm foundation-stones
on which I
raise—
To mount therein from stair to higher
stair—
The lofty towers of my House of Praise.
Soft was the roadside turf to weary feet,
And cool the meadows where I fain had
trod,
And sweet beneath the trees to lie at rest
And breathe ths incense of the flowerstarred sod.
But not on these nights I securely build,
Nor sand nor sod' withstand the earthquake
shock;
1 need the rough hard boulders of the hills
To set my Iwuse on everlasting rock."
Your sister interested in the lost of earth,
—Mrs. Jesse Moore,
Wainfleet, Ont.
A little lad in Central Africa had learned
to read the N e w Testament in the Mission
school. Some time later the Roman Catholic "fathers" persuaded him to be baptized
into the Roman Church. They gave him a
medal to wear, on which was a representation of the Virgin. "It will be easier for
you to pray when you look at that," they
said, "and the mother of Jesus will pray to
her Son for you." Several months passed,
and the boy returned to the Evangelical
Mission. Asked the reason, he said, "I
read in the Gospels that Mary lost Jesus
when she was on a journey; so I thought,
'If she forgot her own little boy, she will
surely forget me,' so I am going to pray
straight to Jesus."—F. H.
A book agent once called on President
Lincoln and sought to sell him a book for
which he had no use. Failing, he asked
Lincoln if he would not write an indorsement of the work which would enable him
to sell it to others. Whereupon the President, always anxious to oblige, with a humor entirely his own, wrote: "Anyone who
likes this kind of book will find it just the
kind of book he likes."—Readers' Digest.
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Our Boys and Girls
"Our Father"
Dinnie McDole Hayes
and Nan were glad to put their bare
feet and their slim blue legs under the
JlegsACK
of the kitchen stove to warm them; for
though it was August, it grew cold towards
night, as it always does in a mining town,
ten thousand feet above the sea. The children had been on the street all the afternoon. There had been a number of things
upon which they had looked with wide wondering eyes: the streets filled with men in
rough clothes; men with angry faces and
black, lowering brows, men going into saloons, and coming out again, red and fierce
and profane. These were the miners on a
strike; men who had a grievance; and were
trying to right it by any means, good or
bad. Many of them when they left their
homes, left misery and heartaches, anxious
wives and needy children.
Jack and Nan were too young to take
much of it. Thev knew that Mary McFarland, their mother, cried a good deal and
that big Jack, their father, came home at all
times instead of at the end of the shift;
but beyond that they did not trouble themselves. They had seen some other things
too. A church conference was in session in
the town, and the gentlemen in black coats
were mingled with the miners on the streets.
Once the children followed two of the ministers to the door of the church, and stood
looking in at the Bishop and the quiet, grave
assembly; just as an hour before they stood
at the door of a beer hall and listened to the
fiery words of a miner discussing the strife
to a crowd of rough men. Then the two
pairs of bare feet patted away and stopped
on the edge of a crowd on a corner, where
a woman was talking.
"Sh," said Jack, "she's talking 'bout Jesus."
" 'Bout Jesus," echoed Nan.
The woman's face was very tender and
pitiful, and the tones of her voice were
sweet. "Do you know," she said, "that you
have a Father in Heaven who loves you, that
He wants you to tell Him all your troubles ?''
" 'Bout the strike," whispered Jack to
Nan.
"Yes, 'bout the strike."
"He doesn't forget any of you. He wants
you to pray to Him. He will answer you,
for He says He will." Jack gave Nan a
vigorous punch by way of emphasis. "Him
that cometh to Me I will in no wise cast
out." said the sweet voice.
"Just hear that now," whispered Jack.
But the people bowed their heads, and the
sweet-faced woman prayed, "Our Father
who art in Heaven." There was more to the
prayer, and Jack did not catch it all, but he
did hear, "Give us this day our daily bread.
* * Deliver us from evil."
The crowd was breaking up now, the
woman in the poke bonnet was getting down
from the chair on which she had been standing; and Jack and Nan were turning to1 go,
when they caught sight of a tall man with
his arms folded, and his hat pulled down.
"Sure's anything, there's Pop," said Jack.
"Does he know 'bout Jesus an' Father in
Heaven?" said Nan.
"Dunno, maybe he does; say, guess we'd
better streak it for home; he might give it
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to us for bein' here." And then they ran
home. While their feet were getting warm
Jack said,
"Say, I'm sure you cannot say that thing
she said after she got through talking."
"Guess I can; 'Our Father in Heaven.' "
"Oh, I kin do better'n that, 'Our Father
who art in Heaven. Give us our bread today. D'liver us from evil.' "
Mary McFarland turned round from the
sausage she was frying. "What's that
you're saying, children?"
But the children only looked foolish and
said nothing. A picture rose, fair and sweet,
in the mother's mind of a quiet room in a
wee brown house; with vines, growing over
the windows; of a hush of twilight, with the
smell of four-o-clocks coming in; and a little
child in white night-gown saying, "Our
Father," at mother's knee.
"More shame to me that I've let them
grow up like heathen," she muttered, as she
wiped off a tear or two, and took up the
sausage, for big Jack had come moodily in,
and seated himself at the table.
"What's the news, Jack?" said she.
"Bad enough. They won't give us the
raise, and there's going to be trouble.
There's talk of the militia. I told 'em so, I
told 'em they was a pack of fools; but I
had to go along with 'em. And suffer for
it to. And winter coming on." He choked
down a big lump, and shoved his chair back
from the table.
The children were quiet, but an hour later
Mary touched her husband on the shoulder
as he sat over the fire and motioned him to
look into the bedroom.
"You have to kneel down," Jack was saying. "I saw 'em in where the preachers
was. Now, 'Our Father who art in Heaven' "
" 'Our Father who are in Heaven,' " repeated Nan.
"Give us 'our bread to-day,"
"Give us our bread to-day."
"D'liver us from evil."
"D'liver us from evil."
"That's all. Oh, no, we must kneel down
again, and say, Amen. They all do."
This having been done, they cuddled
down with great content.
"Say, I believe He's awful rich."
"Who?" said Nan drowsily.
" 'Our Father who art in Heaven.' " "God
has lots of bread. An' sassidge," but Nan
was too sleepy to carry on the subject.
The tears were running down Mary's face,
and Jack was blowing his nose out in the
kitchen.
"I've been a wicked woman," she sobbed,
"I've never taught them, I've lived like a
heathen and to think of them at trying to
say their prayers."
"Mary," said Jack huskily, "have we got
a Bible anywhere in the house?"
"I think there's a Testament I got in Sunday School, once. It's in my old trunk," and
she tumbled over the contents till she found
it. He took it in his hands, and turned over
its leaves while she put away the dishes,
then he said,
"Mary, I've been a rough fellow; I've
never had much of a chance; maybe I didn't
take the chance I had; but I was at the
street meeting this afternoon; and if there
is such a Father as the children have been
prayin' about, and He loved me enough to
send His Son to die for me, why, I want to
find Him, that's all."
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"Me too," sobbed Mary, her face in her
apron. Together they found the Lord's
prayer, together they read it on their knees;
and then added some honest, broken petitions of their own, which the Father in
Heaven heard and answered.
It was a slim little man in black, one of
the preachers at the conference who touched
big Jack on the arm after the street meeting the next day, and drew from him the
story of his wish to find the Father; who
went with him to the house, and never left
it till both Jack and Mary found Him; and
who heard the account of their trouble
about the strike.
"Why," he said, his blue eyes shining behind his glasses, "I've a good friend, a mine
owner, and I'll write and ask him to give
you a job. How'll that do?"
"Do?
Well you guess," was Jack's emphatic response, while Mary said to herself, "Deliver us from evil."
Jack junior and Nan know the whole of
"Our Father," now. They ought to, with
father and mother saying it every day. They
have learned a lot more in Sunday School,
too.—Selected.
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Happy New Year! Do you hear it
As it floats upon the air?
Men and women, youth and children
Send their wishes everywhere.
Will the wish procure the answer,
And our happiness assure?
Oh, how grand if it could be so;
All our ills would have a cure.
But the wish alone is futile;
Happiness comes not by chance,
Not to just the strong or wealthy,—
We can see this at a glance.
Where then can we find the secret?
Where are joy and happiness?
Many have essayed to find them
And have failed, they do confess.
"Peace I give to you," said Jesus;
Here's the source of lasting joy,
For, compared with peace from heaven,
Other pleasures are a toy.
On the heart made pure and holy
By the cleansing of God's Word,
Yielded up in loving service,
Happiness will be conferred.
Then, with peace and rest unsullied
And a trust in God divine,
Through the changing scenes of fortune
Happiness will ever shine.
Written by Mrs. J. H. Martin.
The W o r d of God comes as a sword,
and separates and analyzes; it comes not
to flatter and to soothe
It leads you
into the lower Christian life. (John 3:30).
-—Adolph Saphir.
Never make a plan without seeking
God's guidance; never achieve a success
without giving God the praise.
•—A. T. Pierson.
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AM I A DISCIPLE?

Topic for January 26, 1936

Topic for February 2, 1936

Scripture Reading—I Kings 3:5-15 (a).

Suggestive Scripture Reading—Matt. 16:24-28.

A late king of Prussia, visiting in one of his
villages, was welcomed by the school children. When he came to address them he took
an orange in his hand, and asked, "To what
kingdom does this belong?" "To the vegetable
kingdom, Sire," said a little girl. Holding up
a gold coin, he asked, "To what kingdom does
this belong?" "To the mineral kingdom,"
said one of the children. "To what kingdom
do I belong, then?" asked the king. The children were puzzled. They did not want to say
to the animal kingdom lest their royal visitor
might be offended. There flashed then to the
mind of one of them the thought, "God made
man in His own image," and, looking up, she
said, "To God's kingdom, Sire." The king was
touched; and, laying his hand on the child's
head, while a tear started in his eye, said,
"God grant that I may be accounted worthy of
that kingdom."—Rev. C. H. Kilmer.
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things shall be
added unto you."—Matt. 6:33.
The kingdom of God has many phases and is
variously defined. The words of Jesus in this
passage may be interpreted as referring to
spiritual values or eternal life.
I.

Beginning to Seek the Kingdom of n-od.
1. When? Bcc. 12:1; Isa. 55:6; Heb. 3:7, 8.
2. How? Luke 15:8; Matt. 13:45, 46.
II. Continuing Therein.
1. How? Luke 9:62.
2. How long? Heb. 3:14; Matt. 24:13.
IH. The Attached Promise.
Read Matt. 6:19-32 for definition of "These
things."
CoI
"P.^ r - e a l s o ! Kings 3:13; Psa. 34:9; and
1D
IV

r. H 2^ S ^ a U W e Relate the Kingdom of
God to Our Temporal l i f e ?
1. Can we abandon secular activity? EDh
o I K ^ V 1 ?he?I- 4 : 1 1 ' 1 2 ; n T h « s s . 3:10.
'
• JV? 3,1 s h o u l d be our attitude toward work?
I Cor. 7:24, 31; I Cor. 10:31; Col. 3:17, 23.'
s
ir
R " W,e) 1?£
practical?
oi:
1 4and
:1
falso
lrst
T P C itual
?Tim.
£ ? • «6:11;
^ 9 i TIII n,.
I
Tim. - 2:22; I ( Thes. clause);
5:15.
Questions for Discussion:
H n ^ ^ w T e s t a m e n t history or teaching distinguish between active workers and lay Christians m the matter of secular w o r k '
May seeking first the kingdom' of God"
teTa6! pnons ls /ees 6s 8l " 1 ' i n t h e "subtraction'' of m i l l " 2).
o n s we already have? (Lu.
'

If we put God flrst in our lives can we trust
Him to direct, both as to our secular work
and as to our place in Christian service?
Closing Appeal: If time permits, this program may be closed with a personal appeal to
the Young People, re-emphasizing the need and
importance, as well as the privilege and blessing of "seeking first the kingdom of God."
Emphasize: "seek," "ye,", "first," "kingdom of
God," and the attached promise.

Christian Liberty
(Continued from page 5)
by any means this liberty of yours become a
stumbling block to them that are weak."
And in Gal. 5:1 he tells the believers to
stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ
hath made us free, and be not entangled
again with the yoke of bondage. It is possible to have enjoyed this glorious liberty
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I.

TEST NO. 1. The Test of Abiding.
John 8:31. (R. V.)
First boundary line is a continued, consistent loyalty to His teaching.
On which side are we?
Explain the difference between being in the
company with Jesus a t the marriage at Cana
of Galilee and being his disciple.
To be a real Christian one cannot accept
some of the standards of Jesus and reject
others. One cannot move in and out of His
teachings at will.
II.

TEST NO. II. The Test of loving.
John 13:35.
Study how to love in Jno. 13:34. Note carefully the standard set there.
Jesus' brotherliness was not a thing of passing moods.
How does Lu. 23:34 picture the character of
His love?
, S ° i ^ l a r g e w a s the circle of His love? Mk.
o :31-35.
. "He who loves only by moods, or whose love
is confined to small circles lives on the line
and will never convince the crowd of his love "
.Do I love—and what?
III.

TEST NO. m . The Test of Fruit-bearing. Jno. 15:8.
What is the difference between being a "producer" and a "consumer"—in the Christian
life? What is in the Christian's fruit-basket?
(Note Eph. 5:9, Prov. 11:30, Dan. 12:3, Col.
1:6, Heb. 13:15).
What is the connection between Jno. 15:6,
and Jno. 15:16?
"The professor who does not bear fruit, who
does not bear his share of the Christian task,
lives on the line. His citizenship is uncertain."

rv.

TEST NO. IV. The Test of Cross-Bearing. Matt. 16:24.
AVhat does it mean to "take up the cross"?
If we would convince our crowd of our
Christianity we must not only look back on the
Cross but the principle of the Cross must be
a part of our Christianity. (Gal. 6:14).
"The Cross is the voluntary load the Christian assumes for Jesus' sake—not a physical
infirmity but a spiritual burden. If the Cross
is set up in our hearts there is a willingness
to suffer for Christ's sake. The Cross is not
self denial—self denial precedes the Cross.
Denying self is infinitely deeper than self-denial. Gal. 2:20. It is the crucifixion of self
—putting Christ before self.
Will we apply these tests to our own lives
allowing the Holy Spirit to be the examiner?
"If one is really Christian it will not be
difficult to convince the crowd that your
Christianity is real."

If we indulge in sin, we invite a sorrow.
—Selected.

and then get back into bondage by disobeying God. In the thirteenth verse of the
same chapter the apostle tells us that we
shall not use liberty for an occasion to the
flesh. T h e apostle Peter tells us that we
shall not use liberty as a cloak of maliciousness. There is danger that professed
Christians will do these very things. Some
people profess to have wonderful liberty
and then use that liberty to cover up their

wickedness. Let us then remember that we
have been called unto liberty (Gal. 5:13),
but on the other hand let us be careful that
we do not abuse our liberty by trying to
make it an excuse for committing sin.
It is too bad that so many people are not
enjoying this glorious liberty of the children
of God. It keeps them from enjoying their
Christian life and hinders their usefulness
in His service. Praise the Lord that every
one can obtain this liberty, for Jesus Christ
came into this world to set the captive free.
Isa. 61:1.
How can I obtain this glorious liberty?
It is not likely that you will ever get it unless you realize your need of it. T h e Revelator was told to write to the church at
Laodicea and tell her that she was wretched, miserable, poor, blind and naked, when
she claimed that she was rich and increased
with goods, and had need of nothing. People who never realize their need, don't get
anything from God. But when Christ told
the Jews that the truth would set them free,
they replied that they were never in bondage to any man, when in reality they were
the servants of sin. John 8:33. Their eyes
were blinded to their needs, just as many
people's are today. But when we realize
our need of anything and come to God in
the right way, He is going to give it to us.
The same is true of Christian liberty, He is
going to give it to us. T h e same is true of
Christian liberty. If you realize that you
have no liberty to pray, or testify, or speak
to the unsaved, and you come to God and
ask Him, He is going to set you free. Jas.
1:5. "All the fitness God requireth, is to feel
your need of Him."
W h a t are the results of being in bondage? An unhappy and unfruitful, disobedient life, and finally eternal separation from
God. On the other hand what glorious
prospects are in store for them who enjoy
real liberty. They can shout the victory in
the severest conflicts like Paul and Silas
in the prison at Philippi. Such people are
happy and contented and their lives are
fruitful in God's service. They can pray
and testify and speak to the unsaved and
live victorious lives amidst trials and temptations. And finally they have the glorious
hope of spending eternity with Jesus and
enjoy His presence forever. If to-day we
realize that we don't have real liberty let
us take the way with God and allow Him
to set us free. If we do that we shall be
thankful throughout all eternity.

The Full Bin
Dinnie M'dole

Hayes

I was in a barn once, and saw them
drawing out wheat to be taken to the mill.
The half bushel measure was placed under
a spout, a slide drawn up, and the precious
wheat poured down till it was full and
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emptied into the sack. Time after time this
was done; yet the supply seemed inexhaustible. I climbed up a little, and peepd into the great bin; but, notwithstanding all
that had been drawn out, it seemed almost
full.
I mused a little, and while I mused, the
fire burned. I thought, How like that full
bin is God's wonderful grace! W e come
to Him in our need; over and over we
draw the slide of promise, and out flows the
precious grain oif the answer of comfort
and peace. W e get what we need, for we
have asked according to His will; the Spirit has indited our prayer; and in the Name
of Jesus it has gone up to the Father, who
"is able to do exceding abundantly above
all that we ask or think."
There is a difference between the bin of
man's building and filling, and God's bin of
grace. By much drawing out one can be
emptied, but God's bin, never. "Of his fulness have all we received, and grace for
grace."
Take your half bushel measure, and fill it
full of Heaven's grain; come again and
again, pull up the slide, and there will be
plenty more every day and all the days,

When old satan storms and rages
In the testing, trying hour,
There is victory in Jesus
And His sanctifying pow'r.

A Lifetime Service Bible
KING JAMES VERSION—MAPS—HELPS—
REFERENCES—CONCORDANCE

A Full Salvation
By Alfred

S.

Rotz

When by faith I sought redemption
Jesus sweetly took me in,
Saved me from all condemnation
And from all my inbred sin.
Oh how happy my condition,
Dead to self and crucified!
But behold, a new creation,
Born again and sanctified.
Oh the luster and the beauty!
Living in fair Canaan's land.
I am feasting on His bounty,
On His promises I stand.
Farther on the way grows brighter
As I walk the narrow way,
And the pomegranates sweeter
As I trust and still obey.
I have quit the old sin business,
I am on the King's high way.
By His grace I bear His likeness;
I'm rejoicing night and day.
Oh my heart is filled with praises
In my new found liberty.
Nothing satisfies but Jesus;
• He is all the world to me.
Oh praise God for full salvation
That can meet the fir'y test,
In the time of tribulation
When the devil's at his best.
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Sometimes we think of the Lord Jesus
Christ in terms of His various offices. He
is the Mediator between God and man; He
is the Advocate who intercedes in our behalf; our Sacrifice, our High Priest, our Example, our Leader, our Commander, our
King. He is all that; but as we think of
Him in these various characters, let us remember that behind it all, there is His real
matchless, divine Person; One who may be
loved, really loved, for what He is.
—Dr. T . T . Shields.

Since I made a full surrender
And determined to go through,
All my doubts are gone forever
And the old sin nature too.
Old carnality is banished
And the grumble spirit too.
Oh praise God, my heart's established!
My foundation is secure.

Like a fountain, ever
flowing;
L.ove of God, so full a n d f r e e ;
P a s t a l l thinking-, p a s t a l l k n o w i n g
Gives to all abundantly.
T a k e , oh, child of God, f o r e v e r
This t h a t Christ h a s b o u g h t for t h e e ;
P r o m i s e t h a t s h a l l fail t h e e n e v e r
T r u e to all eternity.—Sel.
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